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isomers of 2. The consistent formation 11a from both 2a and 
2b suggests a common allyl-zinc intermediate and a common 
7r-allylnickel intermediate (perhaps 12);25 this stereoselectivity 
also allows confidence that the model studies can be applied 
to total synthesis of natural products which bear the a-meth-
ylene-7-lactone unit fused to a perhydroazulene skeleton in 
the cis geometry.6'26 
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On the Entropic Control of Chemiluminescent Reactions 

Sir: 

Perrin has discussed the efficiency of chemiluminescent 
reactions from a thermodynamic point of view and concluded 
that in some systems there must be a "thermodynamic control" 
which puts a limit to the emission quantum yield.1 This con
clusion was based on the analysis of a cycle that would other
wise transform heat into work, violating the second principle. 
We consider that the proposed cycle really shows that a 
chemiluminescent reaction cannot be employed to transform 
heat into work and not that the reaction cannot take place with 
a high quantum yield. Let us consider the cycle proposed by 
Perrin1 

Step i: The chemiluminescent reaction 

B + hv (D 
takes place isothermally at a temperature T. 

Step ii: The radiation emitted in step i enters a Carnot ma
chine that produces an amount of work Wmix and converts 
some of the energy into heat (which goes to a reservoir at 
temperature T); and 

Step lilr Work is employed to regenerate A in the reac
tion 

B ^ A 

which also takes place at temperature T. 
If we define 

AG = GB - GA 

the second principle requires that, for the first step 

- A G > NAvhv - TSR (2) 

where S R is the entropy associated with the radiation.2 

For the machine, the maximum work obtainable is given by 

Wmax = NAvhv(Te- T)/Te (3) 

where Te is the temperature associated to the radiation.2 If we 
consider that 

SR = NAvhv/Te 

from eq 2 and 3 we obtain that 

Wmax < - A G 

(4) 

(5) 

This last equation shows that the maximum work obtainable 
is always less (or equal if all the processes were reversible) than 
the work required by step iii, even if the quantum yield of the 
chemiluminescent reaction is 1. Work must then be expended 
in running any real machine comprising this cycle. We can 
conclude then that, thermodynamics does not impose any 
control on the quantum yield of a chemiluminescent reaction. 
Thermodynamics, through eq 2, can determine if reaction 1 
or reaction 6 

B + hv (6) 

is faster under a given set of experimental conditions (con
centrations, temperature and density of the radiation field), 
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but only kinetics can decide which of the two microscopic 
processes 

A ^ B * (7) 

followed by 

B* — B + hv (8) 

or 

A — B + heat (9) 

is faster under a given set of experimental conditions. 
The "intriguing question" posed by Perrin1 (why wave 

functions, which are ignorant of entropy, nevertheless must be 
such as to avoid violating the laws of thermodynamics) does 
not appear if we differentiate the macroscopic behavior 
(controlled by the free energy reactants and products, including 
the radiation), from the kinetic microscopic behavior (con
trolled by the wave functions). 
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Does the Second Law of Thermodynamics Restrict 
Chemiluminescent Reactions? 

Sir: 

Some chemiluminescent reactions emit photons with ener
gies greater than the heat of reaction.1 The literature2"5 is 
confused as to whether thermodynamics restricts their rates 
or yields. We show below that (a) the restriction imposed by 
the second law on the rate (and hence on the brightness) is in 
a sense trivial because it leads to the normal rate expression 
of the transition state theory and (b) it imposes no limitation 
on quantum yields. Recent claims2 and some earlier work4 are 
therefore invalid, mainly through confusion of rates and yields. 

Consider a simplified case. Assume only one reaction path. 
See Figure 1. Each chemical-electronic state has a manifold 
of vibration-rotation-translation states. Assume that B* is a 
singlet state and ignore any differences in vibrational 
frequencies, etc., between B and B*, so both states have the 
same entropy, S°. 

Take A and B to be at unit activity, in amounts such that the 
reaction of 1 mol produces negligible change in the activities. 
All these conditions can be relaxed.6 

Kinetically, the rate of emission, hence the reaction rate, is 
given by the steady-state concentration [B*] of the excited 
product times the unit rate of emission. The maximum [B*] 
is the equilibrium concentration with respect to the reaction 
A —• B*. There will be both induced and spontaneous emission 
but, when B* is higher in free energy than A by several RT per 
mole, only the spontaneous process is important. The usual 
connection between the equilibrium constant [B*]/[A] and 
the standard free energy change AG°B*A = G ° B * — G°A is 

[B*] = [A]e-AG°*'*/RT (1) 

The spontaneous emission rate is $trv2aN/c2 photons per 
second per Hertz per mole7 where v is the frequency of the 
emission (assumed here to have a narrow frequency range), 
a is the absorption cross section for frequency v, per molecule, 
N is Avogadro's number, and c the velocity of light. Conse
quently the maximum rate /?f(max) is 

1 — " ^ P " " T 
*% // I ! 

j LJ—iB + h , 
Figure 1. Reaction path A -* B* -* B + Ac showing forward and backward 
reactions and free energy differences. 

flf(max) = (%-KV2CM /c2)e-AG°»'*/RT[A] (2) 

If the standard entropy S° of B* and B is approximately the 
same, then G0B* - G0B s Mhv since only the energy term is 
left (neglecting APV). Then (see Figure 1) 

A G V A = G ° B . - G0B + G0B - G ° A = Mhv + AG°B A 

(3) 
Finally 

flf(max) = (8™2<r.A/yc2)e-(AG°BA+^)//?r (4) 

gives, at unit [A], the maximum forward rate, hence the rate 
of emission of photons, from a kinetic viewpoint. 

Mayer3 applied thermodynamics8 to this process. The 
emitted photon has more energy than — AH BA- Conservation 
of energy is no problem; heat can be drawn from the thermo
stat. The second law needs consideration since part of the light 
energy can be converted to work w and we know that w < 
— AGBA- However, a device which converts light to work 
cannot be perfectly efficient. Consider a black body at tem
perature Te in a heat bath at Te and radiating a narrow band 
at v through a filter to a converter at a lower temperature TQ. 
This is an engine converting heat from Te partly to work and 
partly to heat at TQ. Hence its maximum efficiency is (1 — 
To/Te), the Carnot factor. The detector cannot tell the filtered 
black body radiation from any other source of the same surface, 
frequency, bandwidth, and brightness (i. e. photons per second 
per square centimeter). Therefore (1 — To/Te) is the maximum 
efficiency for converting light from any source to work, where 
Te is the temperature of the black body which gives the same 
brightness at frequency v. Thus, 

v w = Mhv{\ - T0/Te) = -AG 8 A = - A G ° B A (5) 

where the last step follows from the assumption of unit ac
tivities for A and B. For a black body the radiation density p 
(per hertz, say) is given by 

P-^?-(8'*^)e-^r- (6) 
when hv > kTe as for visible light. Hence In {pc3/&irhv3) = 
-hv/kTeand [1 - (T0/Te)] = 1 + (kT0/hv) In (pc3/8irAe3). 
Insertion of this in eq 5 above gives Nhv[\ + (kTo/hv) In 
(pc3/&irhv3)] = -AG 0

B A = - A G ° B * A + Nhv (see eq 3) or 

p = (87r^3/c3)e-AG°B*A/*7o = 2S/c (7) 

gives the maximum photon density p and maximum brightness 
5 compatible with the second law restriction. The maximum 
photon density will give maximum work and will occur under 
reversible conditions. To achieve these, surround the reacting 
system with perfect mirrors so that the photon density will 
build up until it produces sufficient photochemical back-re
action hv + B —* B* to make the rate /?b of this back-reaction 
just equal to that of the forward reaction B* —*• B + hv, but Rb 
= pacJV[B]/hv where pjhv is photon density and a is ab
sorption cross section, so all photons in cylinder of volume ca 
are absorbed by one molecule in unit time, etc. Therefore, 
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